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Stud.ents charged .- with
attempted murder
BY E.L. GOLD
M ANAGING EDITOR

Two Murray State students face
preliminary hearings today on
charges of attempted murder and
wanton endangerment stemming
from a Halloween night shooting inci·
dent that took place on Main Street
near the Lambda Chi AJpha fraternity house.
Dennis Park, sophomore from
Paducah, and Jessica Wilson, freshman from Paducnh, allegedly tried to
kill David Brodsky, 25, of Madison,
Tenn., after the three left a party at
308 S. 16th St. shortly after 1:30 a.m.
Wilson and Park are charged with
one count each of criminal attempt to
commit murder. Park is also charged
with four counts of wanton endangerment for allegedly threatening witnesses with a gun.
According the investigating officer's report, Brodsky said he left the
party alone. Park and Wilson followed him, with Park driving
Wilson's car.
The report said Brodsky turned
east on Main Street when he heard
what he thought was a bottle hit his
car. He stopped, and Park crashed
into his car from the rear.
Rick
Beury,
junior
from
Madisonville, was in the Lambda Chi
house when the wreck occurred.

Par k, if any, was not known.
Alcohol did not appear to be a factor in the incident. The individuals
identified as Wilson and Park did not
seem intoxicated, and Brodsky was
"completely, totally sober," Beury
said.
Beury said the male with the gun
and thQ female left the scene when
they heard police sirens approaching.
"Two cop cars and three policemen
came up and missed t hem by about
20 seconds," Beury said. "They
turned down 15th Street just as the
police got here."
Murray Police searched the city fo r
the suspects for almost two hours.
Then, at 3:37 a.m., Park and Wilson
entered the police station and surrendered.
They were arrested, charged and
placed in the Calloway County Jail
on $25,000 cash bonds.
In arraignments Wednesday, bond
for Wilson was reduced to $25,000
court surety, property or 10 percent
cash. Bond for Park was increased to
$35,000 cash to include the four
"She was scr eaming, 'He raped me! counts of wanton endangerment.
He raped me!"' Beury said.
Wilson was released on bond at 3
The accusations of rape apparently p.m. Tuesday. Park was still detained
stemmed from an incident that in jail, pending bond payment as of
reportedly occurred between Brodsky press time.
A public defender was appointed
and Wilson several weeks ago. The.
relationship between Wilson and for each defendant.

TRASH COLLECTORS

"'We heard brakes lock up and
heard the wreck," Beury said. "We
looked out to see what had happened
and saw this guy climb out of the pas·
senger side of the front car.
"Then another guy got out of the
driver's side of the other car with a
gun drawn, and he shot over the cars
at the victim," Beury said.
One shot was fired and no one was
hit, according to police reports.
Beury said be and several other
people who were in the Lambda Chi
house then ran outside, where the
individual with the gun, alleged to be
Park, threatened them.
"He turned and pointed it at all of
us and said 'Does anybody want to
try to take this gun away from me?"'
Police reports list those t_hreatened
as Beury, Kevin Wayne Fletcher,
sophomore from Louisville, Monty
McCuiston, junior from Murray, and
a juvenile Murray State sophomore.
Beury said the female, identified in
police reports as Wilson, then
approached Brodsky and began to hit
him.

I
editor
PI Kappa Alpha fraternity members Jason Orr, left, junior from Norris City,
Ill., and Kasey Clark, junior from Paducah, walk the fraternity's stretch of
Hwy. 6<11 North for' the Adopt-A-Highway pro,..am.

CHE to· discuss tuition rates Board approves
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A LLISON M ILLIKAN
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students in the state and highlight decreases in state funds
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Tuition Hikes

EOITOR·IN-CHIEF

Murray ·State students will
pay more tuition next fall if the
Council on Higher Education
votes Monday to raise rates at
regional universities by 6.3 percent.
If the tuition hike passes,
students could see $50 added to
their 1995-96 rates.
Tuition rates at Murray State
have increased by nearly 170
per cent during the past 13
years, a fact that concerns
Student Government President
Brian Van Horn.
"The increases in tuition is
adversely affecting recruiting
and retention rates," Van Hom
said. "It's forcing people to

=

Shroats give $5,000 library donation
!
BY ALLISON

MILLIKAN

EDITOR·IN•(HIEF

Profits from the 1ibrary
fundraiser increased last weekend when a Cincinnati couple
donated $5,000 fo r the purchase of books for the
University Libraries.
Jerry and Betsy Shroat,
Murray State
graduates,
learned of the library fundraiser through a Murray State
newsletter and decided to present a check to Coy Harmon,
dean of libraries, while they
were
on
campus
for
Homecoming.
"It is the largest cash don'a tion we have received during
this fundraiser," Harmon said.

The donation was made in
honor of the Shroat's long-time
friend, LaJean Wiggins, a former Murray State librarian.
"We decided to donate it in
her honor, because she's been
very important in our lives,"
Mrs. Shroat said.
"I worked (at the library) for
three and a half years, and both
Jerry and I found the library as
a home away from home. during
college."
Mr. Shroat has served as a
member
of
the
MSU
Foundation Board of Trustees
since 1991.
In 1993, the Shroats donated
a $300,000 endowment fund to
See DO NATION/12

News

From left, Pre side nt Kem Alexander watches as Jerry and Betsy
Shro at center , prese nt Coy Harmon, standing at left, a $5,000
library donation in honor of Lajean Wiggins, far right. Wiggins
was the librarian while the Shroats attended Hurray State.

Museum gets convertible...

The Murray Fire Department
responded to an alarm
in Elizabeth Hall
Tuesday night.

Scouts from Michigan donate a
Geo Storm to the ·
National Scouting
Museum.

6
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pay Increases
BY

AtusoN MILLIKAN

EDITO R•IN-CHIEF

The Board of Regents
approved salary increases
Oct. 27 for all Murray State
employees.
The raises, which are
retroactive to July 1, are in
addition to the 2 per cent
increase given at the beginning of this academic year.
Full professors are eligible
for a 4 percent raise; associates, 3 percen t; assistants, 2
percent; instructor/lecturers,
2 percent; hourly staff, 2 per·
cent; and administrative/professional personnel, 1.5 percent.
President Kern Alexander
proposed the largest increase
for full-time faculty because
of the difference between the
national benchmark salaries
for full-time professors and
the average salary of full prpfessors here.
"One very important consideration was to bring faculty salaries closer to the
benchmark target," he said.
"The' str ucture of t his
salary increase contributes
significantly to the effort to
close the gap between faculty
salaries at MSU and salary
levels at our benchmark
institutions, as well as providing much-needed increase
for current University per·
~onnel."

AJexander's proposal called

Salary Increases
Here ate MSU faculty salary
Increases by percent...
4% full faculty
3% associate

2% assistant
2% lecturer/InstrUctor
2% staff
1.5% administrators,
professional staff
"50% acmes the boeld
50% c:llcfaellon d deane,
Chairs, etc

Chad E. Holder/Graphics Editor

for t he increases to be distributed according to the following scale: 50 percent across
the board and 50 percent on
the basis of merit.
a AJl
major universities
have discretionary monies for
distr ibution with in its col leges or among employees ,"
Alexander said.
Staff regen t Marie J ones
said reaction to the r aises
was mixed.
"A lot of people felt like (the
distribution) sh ould h ave
been equal," she said . "It's not
a whole lot, but it will be nice
to h ave," she said.
"Hopefully everybody got
the full two percent . I would
like to see everybody from the
top to the bottom get what is
in the plan for them," J ones
said.
Among others, staff evaluations judge employees on the
following
criteria:
job
See SALARIES/ 12
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The Racer and Lady Racer cross
country squads completed their seasons
last weekend.
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TIN BoARD
Food drive ends Friday

Student paper takes 1st

American humanics and Needline are sponsoring a food drive
through next Friday.
"Project Harvest" began accepting canned goods in October for
distribution to the less fortunate in Murray. Collection boxes are
located in the residence halls, Curris Center, Sparks Hall, WalMart, Bank of Murray, Peoples' Bank, Piggly Wiggly and
Kroger .

Kristin Brown, graduate student in the department of geography from Paducah, won the "Best Research Paper" award at the
American Society of Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing meetings held at Barkley Lodge Sta te Resort Oct. 4- 6.
Brown's paper, "A Cartographic Geographic Information
System for the Fort Jefferson Archeological Research Area," represented a compilation of research through the Mid-America
Remote Sensing Center. Brown prepared her research with the
assistance of Pat Bomba, computer systems manager at MARC,
and Ken Carstens, director of the anthropology and archeolo{{Y
program.
Brown examined maps containing more than 170 years of
information pertaining to the Fort J efferson area. She digitized
each of the maps, related their scaling factors and plotted
changes in landforms and river patterns , noting that it was
impossible for the Mississippi River or Mayfield Creek to have
eroded the remains of George Rogers Clark's 1780 - 1781 Fort
Jefferson. She concluded that the fort's remains should still be
present in the research area currently under investigation by
Carstens.
Brown beat out eight other paper s a nd was awarded $50 and a
two-year membership in the socie ty.

Badge day scheduled
The National Scouting Museum will host the third annual
merit ba<lge day from 8 a.m. - 5:30 p.m. next Saturday for Scouts
from the"Shawnee Trails Council and West Tennessee Council.
Scouts will be able to earn one of seven merit badges offered
during the event. Choices include four of the badges required for
the rank of Eagle: citizenship in the nation, citizenship in the
world, communications and emergency preparedness. Also
offered will be computers, collections, communications and theater.
The maximum enrollment per class is 30 scouts and advance
reservations are required. Scouts must be at least 13 years old
to attend. A $10 fee includes museum admission, a patch and all
cost associated with the merit badge.
Scouts attending are required to bring an adult leader who
will stay on the museum property throughout the day.

European fellowship program
The Institute of International Education is sponsoring a competition for Professional Development Fellowships.
Fellowships are available to Albania, Bulgaria, Croatia, the
Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan,
Latvia, Lithuania, Macedonia, Poland, Romania, Russia,
Slovakia, Slovenia or Ukraine.
The program is designed to support young specialists in the
fields of business and economics, law, journalism, public administration and international relations.
Applicants should be U.S. citizens currently enrolled in their
second or terminal year of graduate school or recent graduates.
Preference is given to candidates under forty years of age.
Applicants will be required to submit a detailed proposal of the
study or research they wish to pursue and demonstrate how the
project will be of benefit to their future plans and 'professional
careers.
Fellowships are available for periods of three to seven months.
Financial benefits include round trip international transportation, a monthly living stipend, health insurance and an
allowance for books and travel within the host country.
Deadline for application is Feb. 2, 1995.
For information, brochures and application forms, contact
Professional Development Fellowships, U.S. Student Programs,
liE, 809 United Nations Plaza, New York, N . Y. 10017. (212)
984-5326 or 5330.

Holiday bazaars planned
The Curris Center will host a Christmas Crafts Bazaar 9 a.m.
to 6 p.m. next Friday and 1 to 6 p.m . Saturday on the second
floor concourse.
For more information, call Shari Wilkins, 762-6985.
The South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church will hold
its annual holiday Bazaar from 9 a.m . to 1 p.m . Saturday at the
Calloway County Public Library.
The bazaar is sponsored by the United Methodist Women.
In addition to Christmas items and crafts, homemade baked
goods and preserves will be sold.
The 24th annual Christmas Arts and Crafts Bazaar, produced
and presented by the Southeas t Missouri Council on the Arts,
will be held from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. next Saturday and Sunday at
the Show Me Center at Southeast Missouri State Univer sity in
Cape Girardeau.
Over 300 booths will be set up with artisans displaying their
work.
Admission is $1 for adults with children under 12 admitted
free. For more information, call (314) 334-9233.

Volunteers needed
Campus Connection Volunt eer Center has set a goal.ofrecruiting 200 volunteers for the 1994- 95 school year.
Students, faculty or staff interested in volunteering time in the
community can call Mark Cotton, 762-6117 for more information.
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WEEK IN PREVIEW
Friday, Nov. 4
• AQHA horse show- 7 p.m., West Kentucky Expo Center.
• Theater - Cat on a Hot Tin Roof, 8 p.m., Robert E. Johnson
Theatre. For reservations, call 762-4421 . Free with student 10.

w

Saturday, Nov. 5
• AQHA horse show - 8 a.m., West Kentucky Expo Center.
• Football - At Morehead State, 12:30 p.m.
• Theater- Cat on a Hot Tin Roof, 8 p.m .• Robert E. Johnson
Theatre. For reservations, call 762-4421 . Free with student 10.

Sunday, Nov. 6
• AQHA horse show • 8 a.m., West Kentucky Expo Center.

Monday, Nov. 7
• Advance scheduling - Seniors A- K, 8 a.m.- 1 p.m. ; L- Z, 1
p.m. - 6 p.m. Curris Center Ballroom.
• Auction· AERho TV auction, 7- 10 p.m., TV-11 studios.

Tuesday, Nov. 8
• Advance scheduling - Juniors A - K, 8 a.m. - 1 p.m.; L - Z, 1
p.m. - 6 p.m. Curris Center Ballroom.
• Blood drive - 10 a.m. - 5 p.m., Curris Center Ballroom.
• Volleyball - Southeast Missouri, 7 p.m., Racer Arena.
• Auction- AERho TV auction, 7 - 10 p.m., TV-11 studios.
• Open riding - 5 - 10 p.m., West Kentucky Exposition Center.
VVednesda~No~9

• Advance scheduling - Sophomores A - K, 8 a.m. - 1 p.m.; L - Z,
1 p.m. - 6 p.m. Curris Center Ballroom.
• Exhibition - Cara Detloff, Baccalaureate exhibition, Eagle Gallery.
Through Nov. 20.
• Blood drive - 10 a.m. - 5 p.m., Curris Center Ballroom.
• Auction- AERho TV auction, 7 - 10 p.m., TV-11 studios.

Thursday, Nov. 10
• Advance scheduling - Freshmen and visiting/non-degree A - K,
8 a.m. - 1 p.m.; L - Z, 1 p.m. - 6 p.m. Curris Center Ballroom.
•Interviews - The Sherwin Williams Company, Evansville, Ind.
Business, economics, marketing, management or other majors for
management trainee positions.
• Meeting - AAJNA alcohol and narcotics abuse support groups,
6:30 p.m., Cumberland Room.
• Auction- AERho TV auction, 7- 10 p.m., TV-11 studios.
• Theater- Cat on a Hot Tin Roof, 8 p.m., Robert E. Johnson
Theatre. For reservations, call 762-4421 . Free with student 10.
• Recital- Brian Utley, senior recital, saxophone, 8 p.m., Farrell
Recital Hall.
.t
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JCPenney

Phi Sigma Sigma
congratulates the new
Executive Board Members

SENIORS

Styling Salon

President • Tammi Mallory
Vice President • Malen da Doss
Corresponding Secretary - Lorie Leeper
Recorc:Ung Secretary • Sarah Hammonds
Treasurer - Rochelle Gibson

Monday -Tuesday 10 a .m. - 8 p.m.
Wednesday - Friday 9 a.m. - 8 p .m.
Saturday 9 a .m. - 6 p.m.
Sunday 1 - 5 p .m.

~~~
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STAND OUT IN
THE
MARKET PLACE

Ph one 759-9811
Call for appointment or
walk-ins welcome

New Member Educator - Ally Routt
Membership Recruitment- Dottie Mullinix
PanheUenic - Andrea Greer
Member-At-Large • Tami Slusser
Parliamentaricm - Cami Pierce
~

J

In a competitive marketplace, who would you
hire if all else were equal, someone with
a master's degree of someone without one?
Join the growing number of students entering gradUJZte
study at Murray State.
Give yourself a better apportunity fur:

10°/o Off
with MSUID

1.

JCPenney Styling Salon

2.

M~ NEWS

Health &Safety Day

111 Wilson Hall, 2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, KY 42071-3301

Nov. 5 1- 4p.m.
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Greater flexibility and more rapid career
advancement.
A higher beginning salary that remains
with you throughout your careers.
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"Stargat e"
(P G-13)

Govern men

Curris Center Dance Lounge

Association
with

Booths include:

The Cheri
Theaters
offers

MSU Students, Faculty
& Staff
Bargain Nights
Every Tuesday &
Wednesday
"Love Affair''
(PG-13)
• BAJIGAlN liiATINEII:8.
l!atvcla)" lo lhmday O:NLY!
•M.SU NIGID'II•

w.a....c~aywttls m

$2.50 with

valid
MSUID

"'

Stress relief
Health & Safety for students with disabilities
American Red Cross - .H W & CPR
Public Safety/Racer Patrol
Women's Center- Kim Barrett
Fingerprinting - Murray City Police
Rape Victims' Services - Rachel Chips
Student Health
Blood Pressure
Vision Screenings
Hearing Screenings
Videotaping of children
(Parents must furnish their own videotapes)
The fire department will have a truck outside the
Curris Center
Sponsored by UCB
Call 762- 6951 for more i nfor mation

.--..
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NEWS

Election '94

IN THE AIR •••

Kentucky voters poll for city, state, national races
Republicans Oct. 20.
Some Murray State students
believe the campaign has been
Near the end of a campaign
marred by negative advertisnoted more for rancor and neging, with too little time and
ative advertising tactics than
effort devoted to discussions of
for any substantive discussion
important issues.
of issues, apathy seems to be
"I think there's a lot of mudthe attitude of choice for
slinging going on," said Ron
Murray State students.
Ruggles, graduate student from
Western Kentucky voters will
Paducah. "It comes to the point
decide the race for the 1st
that it's very hard to discern
District seat in the House of
the facts when everybody is
Representatives
Tuesday.
twisting them to fit the situaIncumbent Tom Barlow, a
tion."
Paducah Democrat, is chaJJames Egri, senior from
lenged in that race by
BUffalo, N.Y., agrees.
Hopkinsville Republican Ed
"Barlow hasn't been doing a
BARLOW
WHITFIELD
Whitfield.
very good job of selling himWhitfield,
a
converted seat in 1992, will withstand the takes but vowing to improve self," Egri said. "1 know I don't
Democrat, seeks to become the challenge
from
Whitfield his district-wide representation agree with everything he says."
first Republican to hold the 1st despite a lack of support from if elected to a second term. He
In addition to the congresDistrict congressional seat.
has already revised his pro- sional race, Murray voters will
Murray voters.
Running on a campaign sloWhile Ba rlow won the posed routes for the interstates. elect board of education memgan of "Whitfield for a New Democratic primary handily·
Both candidates have visited bers and a state representative.
Congress," the challenger has with 60 percent of the vote campus during the campaign, In the state race, incumbent
stressed congressional reforiQ, across the district, challenger and response was about equal- Democrat Freed Curd faces
a balanced budget amendment Henry Lackey swept the ly light for each. About 15 stu- challenger Republican Ron Ball
and presidential line item veto precincts in the Murray area. dents and faculty met with for the 5th District seat.
power as important campaign Murray voters were angered by Barlow when he stopped by
Also on the ballot for
Barlow's plan to route two pro- Wilson Hall Oct. 10 after open- Kentucky voters will be a pro·
issues.
Political ana1ysts in the posed interstate highways ing his Murray campaign office. posed constitutional amendWhitfield spoke briefly to about ment that would require (:ities
region believe Barlow, who t hrough Paducah.
Barlow has defended his 25 students, faculty and staff in the commonwealth to adopt
defeated long-time Congressman Carroll Hubbard in prima- freshman congressional record, who attended a Curris Center balanced budgets each fiscal
ry elections for the 1st District admitting he made some mis- meeting organized by campus year.

Bv E.L. GoLD

MANAGING EDITOR

•

E.L. Gold/Staff

Paul Lile, senior from Louisville, takes adva nta ge of lat e
afternoon sunlight stream ing into the Curris Center t o practice his hackey sacking form . His shadow keeps pace in t he
background

University insurance limits payments to providers
director of human resources.
have their own reasons for withdraw"There has been some confusion,"' ing.
Gordon said. "This doesn't translate
"My doctor said he could not afford
into the insurance won't cover an to charge the Blue Cross rates," he
employee, it just means they will pay said.
more out of their·own pocket."
Gordon said she understands why
Gordon said, for example, if Blue several specialists h ave dropped.
Cross sets the rate for an office visit at
"With some of the technology in the
$35 and the doctor charges $50, the specialties, they have a lot of overhead
employee will have to pay the differ- costs to meet," she said. "They also
ence.
have employees they have to take care
"That's just hypothetical," she said. of too."
"There are some specialist's costs
Hedges said this is not a problem
where the difference might be sub- the University can solve.
stantial."
"The University can't change it," he
Joe Hedges, insurance and benefits said. "But as consumers, we can show
committee chairman, said doctors our displeasure verbally or by taking

BYj ENNIFER WOH LLEB
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Murray State employees covered by
the University's Blue Cross and Blue
Shield insurance plan have been
urged to confirm that their doctor will
accept payment before treatment
begins.
University employees covered by the
plan began having problems when the
company made an unexpected change
· in payment rates early this fall.
Several specialists in Murray then
'withdrew their participating-provider
status rather than accepting the new
rates of payment, said Joyce Gordon,

our business elsewhere."
Gordon said she was upset that the
University was not informed in
advance by Blue Cross about the rate
changes.
"We found out piece-meal from
employees and called Blue Gross,"
Gordon said. "They should have provided us with the information so we
could inform employees. Blue Cross
could have communicated better."
She said Murray was the only part
of the state that bad specialists w~h-.
draw from the program. "Murray is
small and there aren't as many
providers," she said.
Gordon said she has recommended

.

all employees to ask in advance what . :
their doctor's status is.
"It is an individual doctor's choice,"
she said. "The question becomes, do ·
you find a participating physician in ·
an adjoining county or do you pay the
difference?"
Gordon said employees should not · be overly concerned yet.
'·
"It is just a limited number of doctors dropping out," she said.
"Everyone is still covered."
~·
f"
\
"' She said faCility and staff should
encourage their physicians to be
providers. ''With 1,100 employees, we
should have considerable influence."
-
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IN OUR OPINION

Vote: it's
your duty
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'lbesday Nov. 8, is election day and your opportunity to exercise one of the most precious rights
that we enjoy as citizens of the United States.
It has only been the last 10 percent of this countries history that 18 year olds have had the right
to vote. Minorities and women have only garnered the right to suffrage in the last few generations.
The vote is the most valuable tool of the individual for influencing the government that controls so many aspects of life. The right to vote in
free elections is one of the most sought-after
rights for many people all over the world.
You are very likely not to vote, for a variety of
reasons. Under half of all eligible voters tum out
in non presidential elections.
Take advantage of the opportunity that you
have been afforded, drop by the polls 'lbesday
and count yourself as a participant in the worlds
longest-lived democracy.

Racer Volleyball
demands respect
The most successful team at Murray State is
the Lady Racer volleyball team. Despite being
picked to finish fifth in the OVC preseason poll,
head coach Brenda Bowlin's troops currently
stand at 16-10, including a school-best 11-1 conference standing, and are tied for the OVC lead
as they head into 'lbesday night's showdown with
Southeast Missouri State.
A great deal of the team's success has been its
fan support, as its road following has been just as
impressive as its home draw. In fact, a new attendance record was set .as 558 boisterous people
came out Friday to see the squad beat Middle
Tennessee State in straight sets.
Still, the team deserves more recognition.
As the SEMO match will most likely determine
the regular season champion and eventual top
seed in the OVC Tournament, it is imperative
that MSU fans from all over come out and be as
vocal as Friday's crowd, if not more, to boost the
Lady Racers to a higher mark of excellence.
Remember: as the decibels go up in Racer Arena,
so will our team's confidence and level of play.
Be there!
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GOP reCeption for
Whitfield a success
To the Editor:
setup of the reception
As vice president of the Murray State
At our last meeting, we officially voted to
University College Republicans, I would like to endorse the candidacies of Ed Whitfield and
thank, on behalf of the organization, the atten- Kentucky State Rep. candidate Ron Ball. We feel
dance of the faculty, students, and members of that these two gentleman personify American
the general public for the Ed Whitfield reception conservatism and will act in the best interests of
held Oct. 20, on the second floor of the Curris the citizens of their respective districts.
Center. The reception was deemed a success, as
Our organization still has a few meetings left
several people came out in support of the before the end of the semester. If you are interRepublican 1st District congressional candidate. ested in joining or simply attending a meeting,
The degree of interest and class which was come by the Mississippi Room at 4 p:m. on
exhibited by the audience was one which embod- Wednesday for our general meeting. We look for·
ied the atmosphere of Murray StPte University ward to seeing you.
and the residents of Calloway County. The
Dennis Edwards,
College Republicans organization would also like
Senior from Hardin
to thank the staff of the Curris Center for the

Crime bill misses mark
I noticed a letter in the Sept. 9 issue of the
Murray State News written by a man who was
bragging on President Bill Clinton's efforts to
pass the Crime Bill.
Congratulations to you for
In
being a good American and supporting your country's leader.
My
However, it surprises me that
Opinion someone would have such glowing remarks about a man who
worked so hard to pass legislation that puts his own name
along side the word crime.
I would like to offer my opin·
ion to all of you out there who
have blindly jumped on the Bill
Crime - whoops, .I mean the
Crime Bill- wagon.
College Life
It is a misconception to think
Editor
that the Crime Bill is going to
...___ _ _ __. make the crime problem go
away because Americans have been dealing with
the crime problem for decades.
I am not belittling the fact that a problem does
exist, I simply believe that the solution is not
going to be found in repairing the problems, but
preventing them before they start. You can cover
a cut with a bandage, but the wound will stil1
exist.
The programs designed to provide night time
activities to potential wayward youth are, in my
opinion, a wasted effort.
I can see it now, little Johnny is selling crackcocaine on the street corner, making $300 a
night, but thanks to these new programs he is
going to turn to his little friends and say "This is
great and all. but gosh darn it , our time would
be spent much more productively if we were
playing ball and slraying away from our criminal ways, which by the way is providing us with
food and a roof over our head."
Giving someone the choice between instant
monetary gratification, or a night playing basketball with some friends , doesn't leave a person

with too many options.
The bill makes provisions for 100,000 police
officers that will make our streets safer. It is a
very impressive number until you divide 100,000
by 50 states. Then you divide that number by
how many counties and parishes there are in the
United States, and then take into account that
the larger cities will get considerably more of
those officers because there are more precincts well it is not that impressive anymore is it.
The American public was told by their elected
officials that the ban on semi-automatic weapons
would only cover 19 firearms that were considered "assault weapons." The Feinstein/Schumer
Bill CH.R. 4296) passed in the House by a narrow
margin of 216 to 214, and the actual count of
firearms outlawed is closer to 170 makes and
models.
That means all sportsmen and game hunters
out there using a Ruger mini 14 are in violation
of the law and must surrender their weapon to
the nearest Bureau of Alcohol Tobacco and
Firearms officer, or suffer the consequences.
After all it is only fair because drug dealers and
those involved in organized crime for profit will
not be allowed to use them either.
The ban also includes firearms that are not
really assault weapons, but look like them.
An article in American Hunter magazine quoted Clinton telling gun owners to put away their
semi-automatic weapons and "read a good book,"
or "take up bowling."
I have a better idea. Why don't the over 72 million law abiding, red, white and blue, gun owning Americans take up a nice little hobby called
voting, and I do not mean the kind that was done
in this presidential election where thousands of
18-year·olds flipped on MTV or Arsenio Hall and
saw a hip young presidential candidntc.
I mean the educated informed voting that
deals with real people and real issues, not what
the media deems as real.
Do not let a handful of people who arc abusing
these rights mak~ the rest of us pay for it.

Band
draws
fans·
To the Editor:
I would like to comment on
the outstanding performance of
the Murray State University
Marching Band.
This past Saturday marked
my first attendance of a
Murray State football game in
15 years. I was impressed with
the enthusiasm and esprit de
Corps the band members
exhibited. The band consistently did its best to keep the
Homecoming crowd excited.
It is very easy to play when
the home team is winning. It is
a much more difficult task to
perform when the Racer football is behind. The Murray
State University Marching
Band did an admirable job on
the field and especially in the
stands late in the third and
fourth quarters.
I intend to return for the
next home game on November
12. I enjoy the athletics, but
am coming mainly to see the
band.
The Murray State Racer
Band reflects we11 on the director and musicians, but especially on this University.
Thanks very much and keep
up the .good work.
Vincent W. Marshall,
Friend of the University

Alumni
'home'
•
aga1n
To the Editor:
"Welcome Home Alumni."
That's the sign that Dr. and
Mrs. Alexander hung over the
doorway · at Oakhurst this
weekend. This as in similar
phrases are commonly used at
Homecoming events, but for
some reason this ' particular
welcome over the symbolic
entrance to Murray State took
on a special meaning this year.
In talking with our alumni
and friends, I tried to get some
idea of their feelings toward
the University was their
"home." I won't say that I am
surprised by what J found, but
I will say that I am pleased and
I think you will be also.
Alumni who are "regulars" to
Homecoming have a certain
glint in their eyes. This event
is something special, one that
they wo~ldn't miss. Those
returning for the first time in
years, many for the first time
since graduation, are like children on Christmas Day. They
really don't have to say anything because their expressions and reactions to the campus, faculty and friends tell
you that they feel they have
truly come "home."
The "Welcome Home" feeling
would not be possible without
the tireless energy of the students, faculty and staff that
goes into making Homecoming
weekend successful. After
three years, I am still amazed
at the enthusiastic way that
everyone works to make this
weekend special. But really, I
shouldn't be surprised at that
either. Mter all, Murray State
is our "home" too.
Bill Rayburn,
Executive secretary/ treasurer·
Alumni Association
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Focus

!l-{omecoming memories
11niversity famify unites for
annua[ reunion
Clockwise from top right, the foreign language club sells bratwurst at Tent City. Racer Band field
commander Mike Willis, senior from Huntlngdom, Tenn., directs the band's halftime show. The
winning Homecoming float, created by Alpha Gamma Rho fraternity and Alpt'!a Sigma Alpha sorority, makes its way through the parade route. Jennifer Langford, junior from South Fulton, Tenn.,
was crowned Homecoming Queen moments before the kickoff of the Racer-Tennessee Tech football game. Board of Regent and long-time Murray State supporter Wells Lovett served as grand
marshal of the Ho~ecomng parade. He is pictured with Franklin Rogers, driver of the buggy. and
his dog Cricket. Ryan Love. son of Michael and Shawn Love, dances to the beat of the Racer Bancl.
PHOTOS BY JUD COOK, BARRY JOHNSON AND BEVERLY COOK
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MFD reponds to campus fire
Bv E.L. GoLD

N~4,1994

Student charged,
jailed for fight
in Carr Health

POUCEBEAT
October 26
11:33 a.m. Mugure Kebaara reported a green and black mountain

bicycle stolen from College Courts.
p.m. Auto accident near College Courts. No injuries.

Bv E.L. GoLD

MANAGING EDITOR

10:44

M ANAGING EDITOR

The
Murray
Fire
Department responded with
three trucks and a rescue unit
Tuesday nigh t to an alarm in
Elizabeth Ha ll.
A
fire
departmen t
spokesman said 11 firemen
responded to the alarm.
The fire was extinguished
by the time they arrived.
No injuries were reported.
Public Safety Captain Carl
Martin said the fire, which
was reported j ust after 9 p.m.,
was contained in a small area
of the sixth floor.
"There was not as much fire
as smoke," Martin said. "It
burned through a plastic
garbage can and into the carpet."
Although the fir e was small
and confined to one area,
Martin said the building was
evacuated when the alarm
sounded.
"It's standard procedure to
evacuate during a ny alann,"
Martin said.
Public Safety department
logs show the fire occurred in
Room 614, occupied by Susan
Griffin,
fres hman
from
Ledbetter,
and Jennifer
Nalley,
freshman
from
Smithland.
Martin said the cause of the
fire appeared to be a cigarette
butt that was put into the
trash can before it was fully

James L. Ford, freshman
from Louisville, has been
charged with 2nd degree
assault in connection with an
incident that occurred in Carr
Health Oct. 23.
Ford is a lleged to have hit
Sean Kimble, freshman from
Gilbertsville, during a game of
pick-up basketball in the north
gymnasium shortly before 10
p.m. Kimble's lower jaw was
broken through the chin by the
blow.
Ford was arrested by Public
Safety officers at 11:46 a.m.
Oct. 28. As of press time, he
remained in Calloway County
Jail in lieu of $5,000 cash or
court-approved surety bond.

A p reliminary hearing in the
case is set for 3:30 p.m.
Wednesday
in
Ca11oway
County District Court. A public
defender has been appointed
by the court to represent Ford.

E.L.. Gold/Staff

Hurray Fire Department responded to the fire alarm in
Elizabeth Hall with the ir new platform truck capable of re achIng the t op floors of any residence hall on campus. The fire
Tuesday night was out before they arrived.
extinguished.
A spokesman for the city
fire marshall's office confirmed the official cause of the
blaze was an improperly

extinguished cigarette.
Smoke was vented from the
area, and fire department personnel left the scene shortly
after 9:30 p.m.

Elizabeth Hall.
8:30 p.m. Murray State students observed two juvenile boys vandal-

izing a vehicle near Wilson Hall. The students chased but lost
them, then reported the incident. A hood ornament was taken from
the vehicle.
11 :34 p.m. Regents Hall resident reported his vehicle was sprayed
with black paint.
October 28
11:46 a.m. James L. Ford, Louisville, was arrested and charged with

2nd degree assault in connection with an incident at Carr Health
Oct. 23. (See related story on this page.)
12:21 p.m. Hit-and-run accident in the 15th Street parking lot. No
injuries.
October 29
1:16 a.m. Noise complaint of hammering from White Hall. Students

were building a Homecoming float.
3:28 p.m. An ambulance was dispatched to Stewart Stadium. A foot-

ball fan was transported to Murray-Callaway County Hospital.
October 30
1:1 3 a.m. Bulletin board was set on fire on the 4th floor of Hart Hall.
2:38 p.m . A hole 3-4 feet tall and 2-3 feet wide was punched through

the hall plaster and into a room on the 7th floor of Hart Hall.
Housing will handle incident.
October 31
4:55 p.m . John McCuiston reported the theft of the license plate from

his truck while it was parked behind Richmond Hall.
7:52 p .m. A student reported getting threats over her vehicle. The

Witnesses said the alleged
attack came as a surprise to
players on both teams.

incident is under investigation.

Kimble was taken to MurrayCallaway County Hospital by
friends. He was later transpor ted to Western Baptist
Hospital in Paducah, where be
underwent surgery to wire his
jaw back into place.
Kimble returned to school
this week.

October 27
12:05 p.m. Jennifer Allen reported theft of CO's from her room in

November 1
9:08p.m . Fire in Room 614 of Elizabeth Hall. Murray Fire

Department responded. (See story on this page.)
Racer Patrol Escorts - 11
Motorist Assists - 5
Information for Police Be'at was gathered and compiled by the
Murray State News staff from materials available to the public at the
Public Safety offiCe.
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Services for Amanda Lisa
Lewis were held Saturday at
J .H. Churchill Funeral Home.
Burial followed in McCuiston
Cemetery in New Concord.
Rev. Randy Kuykendall and
Rev. Lawrence Marren officiat-

Survivors include her busband, Timothy Allen Lewis;
mother, Sharon McCuiston of
New Concord; father, Al
Vasquez of Evansville; three
sisters, Michelle Johnson of St.
Louis, Candy Bogard of
Murray, and Sonny Vasquez of
Florida; two brothers, Shawn
Vasquez in the U.S. Navy stationed in Hawaii, and James
Vasquez of Evansville; grandmothers, Martha McCuiston of
New Concord and Jennie
Vasquez of New Mexico.
She was preceded in death by
her
grandfather William
McCuiston.

edLewis died Oct. 26 at
Vanderbilt
Hospital
in
Nashville. She was 18.
Lewis was a freshman at
Murray State University. She
worked in the Murray State
News Bureau and had worked
as a secretary for the Chamber
of Commerce and for the

MSU has global network access
Members of the campus community may use the University
Murray residents have sever- computer system. Other service
al means of access to the providers are America Online,
Internet, a global network of CompuServe and similar sercomputer systems.
vice companies

STAff REroRT

"I would rate the MSU education as fairly solid in the fundamentals ofbusiness," Anderson
A wife, two kids, and a house said. "However, more exposure
in Georgia - what else could a to corporate business through
Murray State grad want? How case studies or
about a top position with one of interaction
the best known companies in with corporate
America?
management
Richard Anderson, a 1981 would
have
graduate of Murray State been helpfuL"
University with a bachelor's
Anderson,
degree in marketing and a mas- who said he
ter's in business administra- became intertion, is the vice-president of ested in husi- ANDERSON
Interconnection, Public and ness because
Operator Service for BellSouth of his father's influence, bas
Corp. He is the youngest corpo- shown a great aptitude for his
rate officer of BellSouth.
chosen profession.
He credits his MSU experi"I was primarily interested in
ence with part of his success.
general business due to my
"I was very positively impact- father's influence," be said. His
ed by interaction with two father owned and operated
management professors, Dr. retail clothing stores in
Roy Kirk and Dr. Roger Mayfield.
Schoenfeldt," he said.
Anderson managed to work
BY JONATHAN OLIVER

STAFF WRITER

Phi Sigma Sigma wou
like to congratulate
Order of Omega

The sisters in Alpha Sigma Alpha
are so;Qproud of..,~~£Pearl MfmbersT
have d~e a won~l job
You
on y ~ew .merjber pro¥~~·~::· and
w~an'Javatt ~t:~.qtl to_1ec~f!~ a
ruby sister tomorrow!

initiate

Ally
Routt

his way up the corporate ladder
after going to work for South
Central Bell shortly after graduating. He started by working
as an account executive for the
company in Nashville.
He was promoted from sales
manager to branch manager in
1985. Then, in 1987, he was
again promoted, becoming the
regional sales manager for the
Louisville,
Nashville,
Knoxville, Chattanooga and
Cincinnati offices. In December
1990, he became an assistant
vice president of BellSouth.
Anderson said there are
three key skills in the business
world today that are related to
one's ability to produce positive
results, and it is this ability
that determines one's success.
"The key to success in business is the ability to produce
results, which rests on three
key skills: the ability to clarify

Phi Sigma Sigma
would like to
congratulate our

I

Jimmy Lamb

ALA • and ours, The actives

and
Charles Hiter

We are proud of you!
Love, your sisters in <l>EE
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Going ONCE, Going TWICE ... SOLD!

IS PROUD OF
HOMECOMING QUEEN

Call and bid on a bargain at
AERho's Auction.

:JE.nni(E-'L ...£an9{o'Ld

Nov. 8- 10
7- 10 p.m.

everyone .who helped
with

Homecoming Parade
Step Show

Def Comedy Jam

You made Homecoming 1994
a success!
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We IO\'e you guys!

MONDAY ~ SATURDAY
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what is to be accomplished, the
ability to communicate, and the
ability to execute," he said.
Anderson suggested that
those thinking of majoring in
business should concentrate on
marketing and finance.
"I would advise a prospective
student to concentrate studies
in the areas of marketing and
finance, as this represents
where customers are created
and money is made in any corporation," he said. "Also, I
would advise a student to gain
as much business experience as
possible before graduation."
Anderson was a Beta Gamma
Sigma honor society member
and a member of Lambda Chi
Alpha social fraternity while at
Murray State.
He and his wife Karyn, who
also attended Murray State,
have two children and reside in
Roswell, Ga.

VIEWER DISCRETION
IS ADVISED.

~
AERho

This is the chance to call and bid on items
such as Nike tennis shoes, gold necklaces,
baseball caps, gift certificates from local
businesses, and lots more! Tune-in to Murray
Cablevision Channel11 from 7-10p.m. MAKE
the call. PLACE the bid!

COLLEGE LIFE
Registration simplified Fundraising time Set
for part-time students for campus station

The Murray State News
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"I also don't have to waste gas to go register."
Steven Shoulta, senior from Paducah, said
AsSISTANT COllEC£ LIFE EDITOR
the registration by phone process is more conPart-time Murray State University students venient.
planning to take at least one off-campus course
"You can complete the registration process
may register by telephone.
by phone within a few minutes," Shoulta said.
"They follow the same pre-scheduling dead- "There are no forms to fill out and you do not
lines as students who are pre-scheduling on have to wait in line.
campus," said John Yates, assistant dean of
"All you have to do is call the University and
continuing education. "After the regular dead- give them the necessary information such as
line for pre-scheduling, eligible students may the class entry number and meeting times,"
register by phone, but they must pay by credit Shoulta said. "Within about two weeks you get
card."
your trial schedule through the mail."
Yates said the registration by telephone
Shoulta and Smith said eligible students
process was started in 1989 to make preshould
take advantage of the opportunity to
scheduling ofT-campus courses easier for some
register
by phone.
students. Before 1989, students received regis-'
"1 have had no problems at all when registration forms during the first day of an offtering
by phone," Smith said.
campus University course.
"Registration instructions and the times for
Yates said the system works well, but there
are some minor problems with students trying registering by phone are easy to understand
to pre-schedule after their registration status and are clearly specified," Shoulta said.
has changed.
Phone in registration for eligible part-time
"We have had students who were eligible to students is available Jan. 17 through Jan. 19
pre-schedule by telephone one semester and and during certain limited days. Students may
ineligible the next semester because their sta- call the Extended Campus number (1-800-6697654) for specific instructions.
tus had changed," Yates said.
Part-time students may also schedule classStu dents who have registered by phone
es
and pay fees from 5 to 7 p.m. Jan. 19 at the
praise the service.
Ballroom
on the third floor of the Curris
"'t is a marvelous time saver for people who
Center.
work," said Sheila Smith, graduate student
Advance scheduling for full-time students
from Paducah. "It saves time for me and for my
district, since I do not have to take a day off will run from Nov. 7 through Nov. 11. Late
scheduling will run Nov. 14 through Dec. 2.
from work to go and register for classes.
BY REY CRAIG

coordinator of the auction.

BY AMY PONDER
REPORTIR

"They liter ally do everything
form organization through production," Prater said.

Alpha Epsilon Rho, the
national broadcasting society,
will bold its 22nd Annual
AERho Auction 7 to 10 p.m.
Tuesday through Thursday.

The auction raises money to
benefit TV-11, Murray State
University's student operated
cable access television station.

According to the AERho organization, both the community
and Murray State University
will benefit from the auction.

Businesses and merchants
from the Murray, Mayfield and
Paducah areas help to make
the auction a success, as they
donate items ranging from
Nike shoes, T-shirts and caps,
to gift certificates and jewlery.

"The community is offered
the chance to get items from
regional and local stores at vir·
tually half the price, in addition
to being able to shop from their
own homes," said Jeff Prater,
AERho adviser. "It is a great
time for people to begin their
Christmas shopping."

Over $2,000 in merchandise
has been donated for th is year's
auction. TV-11 will use three
different sets to display the
items, one of which will be a
Murray State University set.
"On the other hand, the aucDuring the auction, TV-11
tion gives students the fantas- viewers from Murray and
tic experience of doing live TV Mayfield will view items and
production, which is much dif- phone in their. bids. Freshmen
ferent from post producing."
volunteers will run the highest
Students of Murray State bids and Prater will make the
University's department of calls to the highest bidders,
radio-TV are at the heart of the who will claim their merchanauction, as they organize the dise later in the week.
entire event.
During the week of the auc"Students solicit businesses, tion, TV-11 will continue to run
put up sets, and run all equip- all regular programs with the
ment," said Chris Sefcovic, exception of "Info Weekly."

In addition, special segments
will be run on Tuesday night
providing live coverage on election day issues, such as the contestant races and the Missouri
gambling issues.
President Kern Alexander,
Murray State coaches and
other Murray State personnel
and alumni will come to the
studio during the three-day
auction to take part.
Jamie Vaughn, AERho president, emphasized that the
alumni are the guests of the
auction, as they return for the
event to help the students produce.
This year's returning alumni
include Patrick Rockey, field
reporter, and Amy Watson, an
anchor, both current employees
of WPSD. Other famous personalities visiting TV-11 will be
Sam Burgess and possibly
Mark Miller of Channel ? as
well.
Sefcovic stressed that volunteers and spectators are
encouraged to come to the studio to be a part of the live
action, to do running and possibly fill in spots on camera or
other areas.

Scouts show driving ambition ...
Program builds character through building cars
Bv AMY PONDER
REPORTER

Gifts to the National
Scouting Museum are not
unusual. The museum has
received original Norman
Rockwell artwork, as well as a
variety of Scouting memorabilia. However, a recent gift of an
automobile is a first for the
museum, located on the campus
of
Murray
State
University.
The bright red Geo Storm
convertible is actually a Scoutrelated item. It is the creative
work of Boy Scout Explorer
Post 1870 in Warren, Mich.
Students again hands-on experience through the 18 Explorer
posts, jointly chartered to
General Motors and United
Auto workers Local 160, an
engineering and skill trades
union with 3,000 members at
the GM Technical Center in the
Detroit suburb.

Explorers are offered experiences ranging from working
with computers, drafting, welding and model-making, to the
complete manufacturing of
automobiles, said Tom Ellis,
metal model maker for GM and
coordinator of Exploring programs at the center.
"The program encourages the
Explorers to take a step in the
direction of their future," Ellis
said.
GM Explorer posts have set
up a program which enables
student Explorers to come in
and literally create a vehicle
from scratch, pulling materials
from the scrap pile to use.
"If the Explorers change their
mind or mess up during production, they can just throw it
away and start all over," Ellis
said.
Emerging as a by-product of
the program, an Explorer group
in 1991 created a Geo Storm
convertible. Ellis said the con-

the pace car in several celebrity
races.
"The most popular of these
races was the MTV Celebrity
Auto Race at the Denver Grand
Prix, because that is something
that kids just really seem to
pay attention to," Ellis said.
The convertible was used in
Michigan in conjunction with
the Boy Scouts and Girl Scouts.
"We hope the car will help
students see and find out about
the Explorer progr am and
where t he future lies," Ellis
said.

joe Hedges/Guest
Hark Hunt, director of t he Naltonal Scouting Museum, shows off
the Geo Sto rm convertible donated to the museum,
vertible immediately captivat- manufacturing the car as one of
ed its viewers.
their models before they
"The car reflected exactly stopped producing the Geo
what the youth wanted in a car, Storm. The car was displayed
and who could be better to and received first place at the
design a car for the young than Detroit Autorama car show, the
these Explorers," he said.
largest hot rod and custom-car
Because of its appeal, show in the world, and was
Gener~l Motors considered sponsored by Chevrolet-Geo as

Ellis will represent the
Explorer Post, General Motors
and the UAW Local 160 Nov. 8
at ceremonies at the National
Scouting Museum in Murray.
The keys to the Storm convertible will be turned over to
Justin Rouse at the National
Scouting Museum's Explorer
Post 762.

"For a time, the Nation al
Scouting Museum plans on
using the Geo Storm ~ represent the museum in some of
Murray's parades," said Mark
Hunt, manager of the Scouting
Museum. "Later, we will do the
construction work necessary to
get it into the gallery and on
the exhibit."
"The opportunity presented
to these Explorers will hopeful- ·
ly encourage other students to
see what is possible in the
word," Ellis said.
In ·addition, Ellis hopes to
encourage other corporations to
find ways to interact in the
lives of young people.
"Anything we can do is a positive step in the future," ,Ellis
said. "Along the way we've all
gotten help from somewhere
and this is our way of putting
something back in."

Fraternity finds new
home on campus
came and spoke with faulty and
staff members in October 1993
to see if there would be an
The Delta Tau chapter of interest in a new fraternity. He
Alpha Sigma Phi, with a mis- interviewed 60 students before
sion to create and perpetuate choosing eight to start the charbrotherhood,
became
the ter process.
newest fraternity on campus
"We started taking over the
Oct. 8.
interviewing process then,"
After a year of interviewing Michael Crisp, president of the
and paper work, the brothers Delta Tau chapter, said.
were finally presented their
"We were looking for guys
charter at the Brown Hotel in with leadership qualities so
'Louisville.
they could step io and take iniJohn Gibson, the graduate tiative to better the fraternity
counselor, a nd Steve Zizzo, as a whole," Crisp said. "We
executive vice president, spoke interviewed over 125 students.''
at the chartering banquet.
Advisers Paul Radke. direcThe fraternity became an
tor of school relations, and official colony Jan. 29. 1994,
Mike Young, assistant associ- and was accepted by the
ate vice president of student Interfraternal Counsel a day
affairs, were recognized with later.
plaques by the brothers.
The brothers exercised their
The banquet ended with a leadership qualities before they
dance that lasted until 1 a.m.
even became a charter fraterniTodd Harris, director of chap- ty.
ter services and expansion,
Forty brothers volunteered
BY A NGEL fAIRBAN KS

STAFF WRITER

two hours of service a week last
semester to tutor and help the
Murray Middle School.
"I wanted to be a part of
something new," Crisp said.
"Something that would make a
difference."
The difference the Delta Tau
chapter has already made in
the Murray community is just
an example of what is to come
from the fraternity.
Alpha Sigma Phi will host a
date rape seminar Tuesday at 7
p.m. in lhe Curris Center theatre.
Topics will include statistics
about rape, legal issues regarding rnpe, rape prevention and
rape couseling.
The seminar will include
speakers from Murray.
For information about the
seminar, contact the Student
Organizations Office at 7626953.

•

Tri~ha

lynn Slars/Guest

Sam antha Lowe ry, full-time cook at W inslow Cafeteria. prepare s the food fo r the Ame rican
Line. It is o ne of the food se le ctions available in the re organize d cafeteria.
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Th~ater

ready for 'Hot' New program targets
performance on ·Friday freshmen ·academics

review.
isolation, bow we isolate ourIt is also entered in the selves, how our behavior patAmerican College Theater terns affect us and the people
The RoberL E. Johnson Festival
around us, and the whole social
Theater presents "Cat on a Hot
"One of my goals and theories realm," Balthrop said. "It was
Tin Roof," the second perfor- is that in order for students to definitely a challenge."
mance of the 1994-95 season learn, they have to know what
Difficult themes in the play
for
the
Murray
State else is going on," Balthrop said. range from homophobia to canUniversity Theater, tonight at "They have to watch their cer and Balthrop said the
8p.m.
peers, and study their peers. actors have handled it well.
The Tennessee Williams play Trus is one way they can see
"It's part of what actors do," ·
about family interaction and what their peers are doing, and
Balthrop
said. "They know the
the reality of death is directed realize that they're doing good
whole
time
they're on stage
by David Balthrop, director of work and in most cases better
that
they're
doing
it as a charMSU Theater.
work. It also helps the program
acter.
It's
not
them,
it doesn't
"The play is about how trus for visibility and recruitment."
reflect
on
them.
family deals with each other,
Balthrop said he considers
the lack of communication trus play to be difficult to per"As their mentor, I have to
within the family, and how form.
make sure that it's done tasteeach member of the family has
"Tennessee Williams is fully. They're probably less
chosen t o sidestep the real always hard to do," Balthrop worried about it than I am."
issue of their father dyipg," said. "You have to decide what
"Cat on a Hot Tin Roof' will
Balthrop said.
you think the show's about and run Nov. 4, 5, 10, 11, 12 in the
The play will also be taken to then stay on course with that, Robert E. Johnson Theater.
competition in mid-November because there are so many sym- Murray State students are
at the Kentucky Theatre bolisms in the play that can admitted free with valid MSU
Association
Festival
in distract you, the focus is reallly I. D.
Lexington, where different col· difficult.
Tickets can be ordered by
lege and community theaters
"The position I've taken on calling the theater office at 762present their performances for the play is that it deals with 4421.

BY SABRINA TYLER
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BY SABRINA TYLER
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Last Monday, a new tutoring program was
implemented for freshmen in Springer and
Richmond halls who are in need of extra help
with their studies.
Julie McMahon, area coordinator for
Hester, Springer and Richmond balls, was
instrumental in bringing the freshmen tutoring program to life.
"Last year, Kim Fugate~ Jim King and
myRelf noticed certain classes that as a trend,
freshmen have difficulty with," McMahon
said. "After talking with Cindy Clemson1 the
coordinator of tutoring at the Lowry Center,
we considered it (the tutors for freshmen) a
great tie-in with the freshmen experience programs the University is wanting to develop.
"This semester is the pilot program, but we
want to continue it," McMahon said. "The
tutors will be involved in some round-table
sessions with the supervisors at the end of the
semester to find out what we need to improve
on, what went well and what didn't go well."
McMahon said the program will last one
academic year, but may be continued.
"Based on the success and retention of our
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24-Hour Service Available. Call anytime!!

MSU Health Services offers
free confidential pregnancy
and STD testing
for further information dial

Health Line

Internal Social- Melanie Ballard
External Social- Carolyn Russell
Parents Club - Stephanie Schnieder
Fundraising - Hannah Parker
Philanthropy - Lorie Sutton
Historian - Teri Grace
Song Chair - Heather Dalton
Scholarship - Rene' Higgins
Initiation - Stacey Riggs
Homecoming - Lisa Howard
Greek Relations- Melissa Coffee
Rituals - Kimberly Lamb
Public Relations- Jen Allen
Alumnae- Jennifer Tarlton ·
Health & Wellness - Angela Moakler
Risk Management - Lisa Midyett
Newsletter - Jennifer Cravens
Sunshine - Valerie Thweatt
Insignia- Jennifer Garvin
Intramurals- Vanessa Castelberry

The Episcopal Church Welcomes You!
St. John's Episcopal Church
1620 Main Street- 753-6908 .
Sundays: The Holy Eucharist 8 & 10:30 a .m.
Inquirers Class 9: 15 a.m.

You guys are doing great!

762•3809

51 days
until
Christmas

This service is funded by the

Purchase District Health

When you come to the Episcopal Church, you'll only
come alone once. Mter that, we consider you famlly.
Come join ua this Sunday in the love and
fellowship of Jesus Christ .
The Episcopal Church

Congratulates our newly
elected committee heads

A tradition in ...vice
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'The reason we're doing it is to bring it
(tutoring) to the balls," McMahon said.
"That's our focus, to have it where freshmen
live. lt's right after deficiencies, so students
know what they're fa1Jing short in. Our hope
is that they'll take the initiative, with it bei'ng
right there to just go.
"Our goal is for it to be successful, and the
only way for it to be successful, is for people to
take advantage oftbe services we're offering."

Contrary to popul~ belief,
God welcomes singles, too.

FAIN INSURANCE
Auto

students, that will determine if it continues
next year," McMahon said.
The tutoring will be specifically for students
in Springer and Richmond halls, although any
freshman who needs the tutoring can participate.
In Richmond Hall, tutoring will be done in
the first floor lobby computer area. In
Springer Hall, tutoring will be held in the
study lounge. All tutoring will be given in the
evening.
Tutors were selected by application and
interview, with a review of references.
McMahon said tutoring will be offered in
Psych 180, IDC 101 nnd 102 and Math 150
and below. There will also be a tutor available
to edit research and English papers.
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MAKE A DIFFERENCE ...

You can make a difference In the lives of people in our
community while earning 3 hours of college credit!
YAA 290 (current trends and issues in community service
programs) is an elective that allows you to volunteer at a number of
locations in Murray and Calloway County. including
• YMCA
• Senior Citizens Center .
• Southwest Elementary School

• Special Olympics
• Senior Olympics
• ... many others

Register for YAA 290 this spring semester and earn 3 hours of
college credit while helping people in our community.
YAA 290

9:30 - 10:45 Tues. & Thurs.
Current T-rends and Issues
in Community ~ice Programs

A minor in Youth Agency Administration may also be
considered from the American Humanlcs Center for·
Leadership in Community Service. For more Information
please contact:
Roger Weis. 108 Carr Health Bulldlng. 762-3808.
Special AH scholarships and loans are available.
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PREREQUISITE: ADRENALINE
Dnve. Intensity Those aren't 'vvords ter, self-confidenceand decision·rnakmg
you're hkely to see in many course
skllls Again, wordsothercoursessel ·
reqwrements. Then agam, Army Rare
dom use. But they're the credits you
is unlike any other elective It's .-~-- need to succeed in h.fe. ROTC lS
hands-on excitement. ROTC wtll ~......,... open to freshn'len and sophomores
challenge you mentally and physwithout obligation and reqUires
ically through mtense leadership .....,.R':--t about 4 hours f>er week. Regtster
trainmg Training that bwlds charac·
th1s term for Army ROTC

ARMY ROTC
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SMARTEST C:OWGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.
For details, visit 216 Stewart Stadium or call
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SPORTS
Tech spoils MSU Hom.eco111ing
10

good practices before the game,
but added the team should not
have had a week off.
"We're too young to have an
off week," he said. "But the
thing is, we've got to take good
practices into the games."
Despite the loss, Nutt thinks
the Racers are still headed in
the right direction.
"The bottom line is that we
beat ourselves," he said. "But
we have too many positives to
let down now. The question is,
what are we going to do now."

BY Scon NANNEY
SPORTS EDITOR

With a crowd of 10,813 and a
weekend full of activities, the
stage was set for a big
Homecoming victory by the
Murray State football team,
· but someone forgot to give
Tennessee Tech the script.
Instead, the biggest crowd at
Roy Stewart Stadium since
Homecoming 1989 watched as
the Golden Eagles pounded the
Racers 38-21.
"1 believe this is the worst I
have felt," said Racer head
coach Houston Nutt.
After a well-played first half,
both squads headed to the locker rooms deadlock~d in a 7-7
tie.
But just as in the loss to
Eastern, the Racers fell apart
in the second half with a pair of
costly turnovers in the third
quarter.
"We kind of relaxed in the
locker room at halftime and
Tech took advantage of it," said
freshman
wide
receiver
Reginald Swinton, who caught
a 56-yard touchdown pass from
quarterback Herman Taylor for
the Racers' first score.
The first turnover came on a
fumble during the Racers' first
possession of the second half,
while the second came when a
Tech defender intercepted an

Racers vs. Eagles
On Saturday, the Racers will

try to break their two game losing skid when they travel to
winless Morehead State.
The Eagles are coming off a
36-15 loss to AlabamaBirmingham and have struggled all season long with an
overall record of 0-8 and a 0-5
jud Cook/Photo Editor
junior quarterback Herman Taylor tries to elude three Te~nessee Tech defenders in last mark in the Ohio Valley
Conference standings.
Saturday's 38-11 Homecoming loss at Roy Stewart Stadium. The Racers will try to rebound this
For the Racers to rebound
weekend against Morehead State.
underthrown
pass.
Both
Freshman linebacker Ronnie
One bright spot for the against Morehead, the defense
turnovers led to touchdowns for Merritt said the Racers will Racers was the running of will have to contain Eagle quarthe Golden Eagles.
have to work hard to rebound senior
tailback
Waynee terback J. P. Blair, who has
McGowan, who jumped to sev- passed for 650 yards and a
"The turnovers in the third from two straight losses.
quarter really hurt us, that was
"They played a good game enth on the all-time rushing touchdown on the season.
the key," Nutt said. "We're and we didn't do our job, but we list at Murray State by gaining
Defensive back Cliff Freeman
moving the ball again, and then just have to regroup and come- 115 yards on 19 carries to lead is the key figure on the Eagle's
defense with 78 tackles and
the second one is right back to back and win the next three the team's offensive attack.
them."
games," he said.
Nutt said the Racers had four interceptions on the year.

Rifle team has Chance
in weekend shootouts
looking for
improvement
instead of victories during this
stretch of the season.
With back-to-hack meets this
"We've done pretty good
weekend, the Murray State against folks ranked ahead of
rifle team will look for respect us," Green said. ~e're making
on a national level before head- great progress up to this point,
ing into its winter break.
and that's what counts."
The team returns to action
Iryt Chance, freshman from
Saturday in the Walsh Louisville, Colo., led the team
Invitational
at
Xavier against Xavier and UT-M with
University, followed by the UK a personal high of 1562 points,
Invitational on Sunday.
shooting an 1163 in the smallIn their last outing, the bore division and a mark of 389
Racers lost by five points to in the air rifle competition.
Xavier on Oct. 22 at the Pat
Still, even though she has
Spurgin Rifle Range in Stewart been the team's high scorer in
Stadium.
two of the Racers' three matchThe aptly-named Musketeers, es, Chance hardly considers
ranked fourth in the nation in herself the team's ace perthe preseason poll, beat the former.
MSU Gold squad by a score of
"It doesn't affect me, actual6169-6164. Tennessee-Martin ly," Chance said. "I just try to
finished third in the meet with a shoot the best I can, even if it's
total of 6028, while the Blue and not a personal best."
Green teams placed fourth and
Chance was introduced to
fifth with marks of 5999 and rifle competitions by her father
5859, respectively.
when she was eight years old,
This was the second consecu- so one would hardly think that
tive weekend that the Racers shooting in meets on two
have faced a team in the NCAA straight days would intimidate
preseason rifle team Top 10. the spirited freshman.
Kentucky, whom MSU lost to
"I don't think [playing backby only one point the week to-hack matches] will affect us,
before, was picked as the third even though we might be a litbest team in the country. The tle tired," Chance said.
Racers were selected sixth.
Also scoring high for the
Racers
were senior Benjie
Head coach Elvis Green is
BY MIKE

OHSTROM

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Belden
and
sophomore
Amanda Stone.
Belden, of Turner, Ore., tied
for team honors with Chance in
air rifle and achieved a standing of 1157 in s:mallbore, resulting in an aggregate score of
1546. Stone, the female co-captain from Wyoming, Mich., shot
down a total of 1544, one point
behind her teammate Belden in
each category.
Diana Muth, who was selected as a College Sports All-Star
by College Sports magazine,
also fared well against the
Musketeers and the Pacers.
The senior co-captain from
Hagerstown, Md., posted a
smallbore total of 1142 to lead
the Blue team and an air rifle
score of 383 for the Gold team.
After the trip to Lexington.
the team will not have a match
until Jan. 21, when they travel
to Cookeville, Tenn., for the
Tennessee Tech Invitational.
Green intends to use the long
vacation for the holidays to let
his squad relax and focus more
on their priorities off the range.
"They'll continue to practice
during that period," Green
said. "It gives them a chance to
go home for Thanksgiving and
to catch up on their studies, so
that's why we scheduled it that
way."

Flag football in crunch. time
settled down at quarterback and directed the
first offensive scoring drive of the night, finding
safety
valve Beth Lich, who did most of the
With a convincing 39-0 rout of Alpha Sigma
work
in
rambling across the goal line. The sucAlpha Tuesday night, the AOK team jumped
cessful
two-point
try increased Qle AOK lead to
into the finals of the women's league playoffs as
21-0,
as Cadwell's second interception ended
the 1994 intramural flag football season to an
the half.
exciting close this week.
The second stanza was not much different, as
Not the blistering cold or even the blaring
Cadwell
connected with Melissa Shelton on a
alarms of the fire engines scrambling to the
five--yard
touchdown pass to open *e half. The
blaze in · Elizabeth Hall could distract AOK
two-point attempt was no good.
from the task at hand.
Following two Alpha Sig drives that ended on
After Alpha Sigma Alpha's Jennifer
loss
of downs, Cadwell found paydirt again. hitMcConnell intercepted one of the few errant
ting
Jennifer Parker on a 23-yard bomb. This
AOK passes, and Rechelle Cadwell captured
was
followed
by another scoring toss to Shelton,
her first of two interceptions on the night,
who
deftly
avoided
a would-be tackler after
returning it 30 yards to put AOK on 'top 7-0.
catching
a
short
out
pattern en route to a 25On the next possession for the Alpha Sigs, the
yard
touchdown
catch.
Again, tbe two-point
interception bug hit again, as Kandi Wommack
tries
fell
short.
returned her pick for AOK'a second score,
What was even more impressive about AOK's
increasing their lead to 13-0 as the two-point
victory was that the team did not have any
conversion failed.
It was at this point that AOK's faster players designed plays. Instead, Cadwell dropped back
took over, as their stifling defense shut down to pass out of shotgun formation, where she
almost every Alpha Sig play. After tbe Alpha looked for open targets to throw to as the team
Sigs turned the ball over on downs, Cadwell sent out six receivers on every down.
STAFF REPORT

Barry Johnsorv'Guest
Sophomore Todd Duff strides to hold off his competition in the
OVC Cross Country Championships last weekend.

Racers

sp~nt

to

6th, 8th in OVC
time of 26:50 over the five mile
distance.
"Jason is as good a freshman
The Murray State cross coun- as we have had in recent
try team ended the fall season years," Pate said. "He has been
Oct. 28 at the OVC cross coun- our No.1 all year long."
try championship at the
Eastern had the best time in
Murray Country Club.
the women's competition, with
In a field of nine, the men's three of their runners in the
team finished sixth, with 177 top five. The best of whom was
points, while the women fm- Amy Clements, who finished
ished eighth. with 201 points.
with a time of 18:07.
"We had hoped to finish highThe top Lady Racer time was
er, but we just didn't have a , turned in by Lara French,
good day," said head coach senior from Elizabethtown.
Wayne Pate. "We didn't run French ran the 3.1 miles in
quite as well as I expected."
21:09, which placed her 13th in
Eastern Kentucky University the field.
won the men's championship,
''This is the best race she has
with 25 points and the wom- had at the OVC level," Pate
en's, with 20 points. The said. "This is her senior year,
Colonels also took home both her last championship, and it is
OVC Coach of the Year awards. good to see her go out with a
For the men, beating Austin good race."
Peay has been a goal all year.
Pate stressed the fact that
But the Racers were unable to this is a rebuilding year for
catch the Governors who fm· both teams.
ished fifth with 119 points.
"On the men's team we had
The top men's time was only one senior and no juniors,"
turned in by John Nganga from he said. "Anytime you have a
EKU who ran the course in 24· freshman leading the team it
minutes, 46 seconds.
shows how young you are."
The Racer men were once
"It was a good year,
again led by freshman Jason Hopefully we can do a little betMcKinney from Georgetown, ter next year at Southeast
lll. He fmished 16th with a Missouri."
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NBA
season
up •1·n
the air
With three major rule
changes, a host of exciting
new players and the labor
dispute
behind SPORTS
them for TALK
t h
e 1-----"""'1
moment,
t
h
e ScoTT
National NANNEY
Basketball '-------....1
Association is set to tip off
another season tonight.
After a season of low scor·
ing games and a style of play
that became very physical,
the NBA decided to crack
down on these elements by
enforcing new rules that will
put excitement back into the
game.
Probably the most drastic
rule change this season is
the shortening of the threepoint line from 23 feet 9
inches to 22 feet. This rule
change should provide more
scoring opportunities for the
league's sharpshooters.
The second rule change the
NBA adopted is to award
three free throws to a player
who is fouled while attempting a three-point shot.
The final rule change concerns hand-checking. With a
no hand-checking rule,
defenses will be more vulnerable, which will also enhance
the offensive side of the
game.
The 1994-95 season will
bring a host of talented
young stars from the college
ranks. If his contract dispute
with the Milwaukee Bucks is
settled in time for the start
of the season, No. 1 overall
pick Glenn "Big Dog"
Robinson out of Purdue will
lead the way for the NBA's
newcomers.
Other potential new stars
in the league will include former Duke star Grant Hill,
who was chosen by the
Detroit Pistons, and former
University of California
standout Jason Kidd, who
was selected by the Dallas
Mavericks.
These newcomers will
team up with establishe<l
stars such as Phoenix Suns
forward Charles Barkley,
Houston Rockets center
Hakeem Olajuwon and
Orlando
Magic
center
Shaquille O'Neal in pursuit
of a championship season for
their respective teams.
However, a labor dispute
between management and
the players' union almost
sidelined basketball along
with baseball and hockey,
but both the players and
owners agreed to play the
season without a new contract.
With the season set to
begin on time, the defending
champion Houston Rockets
will be set for another run at
the title while last year's
runner-up, the New York
Knicks, will look to get
another shot at the trophy.
Other teams set to challenge for the championship
will be the Phoenix Suns,
Seattle Supersonics, Orlando
Magic and Indiana Pacers.
In the Eastern Conference
Finals, the K.nicks will
defeat the Orlando Magic.
In the Western Conference
Finals, the Suns will defeat
the Supersonics and advance
into
the
championship
round.
In the Finals, New York
will eventually fall to
Phoenix while Charles
Barkley
claims
Most
Valuable Player honors.

